
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 1:09 PM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 'Bill Kovarik'; 'dmadon@ipgbook.com'; 'CO Guiles'; Michael Berlin 

Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Michael Lombardi - FBI; 'yugntruf@yugntruf.org'; 

Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Eliot Spitzer - Client #9 - Former 

Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State - Linked 
to Prostitution Ring ; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel 

[DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - 

Rapaport Report; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor 

of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and 

Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; 

Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public 
Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Mary Valder - Trilateral 

Commission; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former 

Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior 

DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; King 

Golden Jr. Esq.; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; Valerie Schulte Esq. - 
National Association of Broadcasters; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with 

Southwest Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-

Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Senator Barack Obama - 

US Democratic Presidential candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator 

Lieberman ; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Bob Kjar – US 
Air Force – Squash buddy of “Station Manager” Air America CIA - bob@kjar.org; 

Bob Schulz - We The People Foundation - ; US Navy Vice Admiral John Stufflebeem; 

jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed 

Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; South 

China Morning Post; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; Trevor 

Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Solly Krok; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble 
Bubble" Beare; Grace Osborne - Assistant Director, Global Leadership Institute - 

University of California, San Diego; Joe Carroll - Bloomberg News Room; Professor 

Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the SEC; Joe Ash; Zena 

Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman c/o Raz Elmaleh; Philippe; Neil Gevisser; Syd Cohen - 

Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; Mossad; 
United States Justice Department; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; 

Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Devin Standard; Kenneth 

Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; United 

States Justice Department; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; President Rosenberg 

of the Screen Actors Guild; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; Drew 
Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: I DONT AGREE WITH YOU ON A NUMBER OF THINGS - PANHANDLER - 

RE: Diamond Currency 

 

Tell me what you mean when you say, “she lived in the same pogram…”? 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-lessismore.pdf


You should now take a deep breath, perhaps go for a walk and why not a long slow 

jog on the beach but first make certain the beach sand is perfectly flat and solid 

and if not you may not be doing yourself any good even walking given the damage 
you can easily do to your knees even if you were in as good a physical shape as me 

which I know for a fact you are not although when compared to most of US 

Americans you are certainly not in the worst of physical condition. 

 

Notice how quickly you are not only distracted but thinking about the many areas I 
could be “wrong”; moreover how I am going about making a “judgment call” in 

areas I could be so very easily proven wrong; and if not, then, at a minimum, what 

I have accomplished is to waste your time in reading when I could be doing so 

many more “intelligent things” and the same with you who is doing considerably 

more to share the “truth” with everyone. 

 
And at the same time you will have noticed you are not exactly making all that 

many new friends which of course affords you more time to carefully ponder my 

very good advice which is all geared toward you thinking even more logically than 

you are, beginning by taking a deep breath of ocean swept fresh air and instead of 

continuing down the path you are going this very windy day that again is in a 
direction a whole lot better than most people in denial just wanting to grab as much 

as they can before all hell breaks loose, to simply “pick up” from my most recent 

communiqué beginning with this not all that heavily broadcasted communiqué. Click 

hyperlink below: 

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/diane-consider.pdf 

 

Not to mention Diane has a daughter who is not much shorter than you at 5‟ 11 

inches, long blonde hair, blue eyes, gorgeous, an incredible figure, a snowboarder 

and as you would of course expect a pharmaceutical rep to boot. 

 
To mention little of if you were to bring her home to your disgustingly corrupt 

divorced parents who are of course blind copied as well as the rest of your 

miserable family, the same with mine, it is still doubtful they will forgive you for 

turning them all in to the Feds who must be just laughing their heads off watching 

this all unfold in “real time”. 
 

Need I remind you that most of the world are both good and honest, most of all 

hard working while doing their best to make ends meet; and of course kept so busy 

that they can‟t come up for air to even think about why it is that that they are so 

poor and good-for-nothing but small talk people have so much as well as time to 
think of ingenious ways to trickle down the cost of getting richer on to the backs of 

the poor who are not stupid just again poorly misinformed and fast running out of 

patience; and hopefully increasingly smart enough not to resort to violence and 

play directly into the hands of the “gun-money-power” elite who never dreamed in 

a million years that one of their own would have not only the guts to take them on 
but to do so ever so patiently, painstakingly and methodically.   

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-gotintelligence.pdf
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There is, however, no substitute for being “fit” which can only come from very 

intense cardiovascular workouts and in all probability there is nothing better than 

swimming in the ocean; and since I know for a fact that you don‟t have a wetsuit 
nor are you going to even think of arguing with me that if you had you would go 

and swim because quite obviously you don‟t like swimming in the ocean otherwise 

you would have by now got yourself a wetsuit even if it meant melting down worn 

out care tires, you would not be finding yourself all “worked up” i.e. “hot and 

bothered” and therefore more willing to not only listen but digest my good advice. 
 

Don‟t be stupid now and go running on the beach. 

 

Second, not because it is highly unlikely you will find the beach flat as well as 

compacted enough that it won‟t do your knees any damage but because there are 

more even and solid surfaces like the fricken road; and so what if you get knocked 
over since if you would allow yourself to simply bleed to death you can then be 

without any one of the nurses and doctors let alone the paramedics getting all “hot 

under collar “to be used as a „practical‟ in a medical experiment”. 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Inferiority-&-Once-Proud.gif 
 

Third, click HERE again for my most recent communiqué that I have since sending it 

out earlier this morning edited in green throwing in a fair amount of “sics” which as 

you know denotes either an error in spelling or in grammar within the words in 

“Italics” or “quotes”, whatever is your preferred choice of words. 
 

Fourth, only bother further clicking on the hyperlinks within that 1441 odd word 

communiqué which of course could have been sent as well as understood by the 

overwhelming majority of the world‟s literate human beings when you have simply 

taken a deep breath, since I doubt very much you feel like I do which is to go right 

now for a run to Torrey Pines State Reserve and then swim in the ocean without 
one of my “tTOo” [sic] wetsuits, the one a super duper Marino wool lined Patagonia 

wetsuit, for as long as time permits before I would have to leave in less than half 

an hour for La Jolla where Marie and I will be having lunch with one-of-a-kind 

master oil painter-teacher Sebastian Capella at his restaurant of choice, although 

my preference would be Barbarellas since there is a wide range of vegetarian dishes 
although, I tend to pretty much always order the same food which now has me 

thinking we should possibly try somewhere else, but then we run the risk of being 

“disappointed”, but at the same time I know, and you also know, that I haven‟t 

forgotten how mathematics – God/G-d‟s language for communicating with each of 

our brains which is all chemistry that translates back into the science into the math 
-  proves out conclusively that whenever choosing change one increases the odds of 

success even if you don‟t have the foggiest notion of the math. 

 

Not to mention such findings first presented to the world, as far as I am aware by 

the math wizard Marilyn vos Savant, considered the smartest human being in the 
world – just checked with Wikipedia – Ms. Savante is still alive, born on August 

11th, 1946. Maybe you want to email her and share with her Dr. John K. Pollard Jr‟s 

email address while letting her know that Dr. JKP Jr., an alumni of MIT and Cornell 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Inferiority-&-Once-Proud.gif
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/diane-consider.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dstandard-29.pdf
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University is part of that maddening dumb crowd preaching to the world the 

falsehood that women are “weaker” in both the science and the math which is the 

best test of logical thought processing; and the fact that it is false doesn‟t stop all 
the nonsense talkers who are as logic would dictate, the dumbest of us single task 

oriented men, from not only talking this utter nonsense but compounding this so 

totally untruthful statements of theirs with other untruths and why again as logic 

would dictate this good friend of ours imbecile who again is a total genius despite 

his formal education interfering with his learning, when compared to The IT and 
The Cow and Co., refuse along with the rest of those so very mediocre educated 

under the bs Bell Shaped curve educational system where it is the “most average” 

who rise to the top, to comment on the so very easy to understand Israeli Military 

Intelligence Report, the Military Report of all time which spells total doom for the 

American economy that once you also take a deep breath should have you mostly 

focused right now, partially because I am reminding you, of that panhandler that 
got handcuffed in broad daylight by heavily armed local law enforcement who of 

course had their many lights atop their patrol car flashing as the rich residents of 

the area patted themselves on their backs that this was “good use of our hard 

earned tax dollars”. 

 
To mention little of when I recounted this story to a 60-year old imbecile man who 

makes his money developing commercial real estate – ugh -  at this most 

awesomely catered party for some 50+ guests, before going on to say that US 

Americans are going to have to “pull our socks up” and embrace one another like 

never before, beginning by stopping the “blame playing” worst of all thinking it 
smart to think the Chinese who set the scholastic levels wherever they go cannot 

see the “writing on the wall” and not thinking for a moment of putting down the 

hard working Mexicans who if they were to leave would make the dire straits of the 

US economy nothing short of cataclysmic, responded ever so civilly, all the while 

taking two steps away from me getting that much closer to his sister-in-law: 

 
I don‟t agree with you on a number of things but this is not the time to have 

an argument. But you should know that there are two things that are 

important to me. First, my family. Second, my Roman Catholic religion. 

 

To mention in passing, what this so uncaring human being failed to say was simply,  
 

“I could care less about the poor who havent figured out a way to steal 

legally or anything you have to say!” 

 

And of course I couldn‟t stop there and after making absolutely certain he wasn‟t 
going to say anything and was at least 6 feet away from the pool I piped in:  

 

“So what do you think of Senator Ted Kennedy representing the best of the 

best Roman Catholics here in the United States and what do you think his 

brother John F. Kennedy was thinking when meeting at the Carlyle Hotel with 
Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer, the co-head of the De Beers-Anglo 

American Cartel right before putting his hand on the bible and swearing to 



uphold the law beginning with the United States so farcical “sacrosanct” anti-

Trust laws all geared to putting price fixers out of business?” 

 
Not to mention, I could have also said, better yet had I bagpipes providing the 

harmony, “What else did the Pope do for the Jewish people during the Holocaust 

apart from sitting on his hands?” which could have proved quite embarrassing 

considering that if I had to run in order to get away not only would my kilt have 

lifted, and I am not about to describe what if anything I had underneath, there is 
this bag that hangs in front of the genitals known as a Sporran that is simply not 

designed for runners and as Marie later pointed out why it is that some of them are 

made of soft leather. 

 
To mention little of this truly great party that drew some of the finest and funniest 

people I have ever met including the awesome brother of this imbecile, was held at 

this very big and finely fine art decorated Rancho Sante Fe mansion which of course 



includes two portraits done by Sebastian Capella, and where the hostess who 

happens to be not only very beautiful despite around my middle age of 51 odd 

 
but very much so extraordinarily “easy going”, very much “in touch” with the 
“common person” although of course in this neighborhood and married to one of 

the sons of a former President of Mexico, it was hard for me to suggest that Mary – 

I won‟t give out her last name – should take you in; although since you have a 

contractors license and know something about the landscaping business, perhaps 

you could go door-to-door giving out as well just3ants.com business cards? 
 

To mention in passing the photo below. 



  

was taken by Marie this past Saturday soon after hearing from this most wonderful 

multi-cultured lady who first came to the US some 4 years ago from South Africa 

but who is northern European but spent most of her life throughout southern and 
central Africa, that her very good friend Frans Visser 



 
who I only recently got to know rather well had passed away a week ago this past 

Friday; Frans making certain this most awesomely funny lady now helping Frans‟ 20 

year old son operate his father‟s very successful gem business that doesn‟t include 
a single diamond, put aside a most beautiful piece of Malachite I had purchased 

from Frans many months ago when I first met this most interesting genius of a man 

who was married 3 times and had many girlfriends and at the same time it is very 

possible that there is no one alive today who knew more about not only precious 

and non-precious stones but all that it took to mine them; Frans a specialist in 
dynamiting to boot; 



 
and of course Frans Visser whose last name is very similar to mine did not think 

very highly of De Beers who of course he knew was principally responsible for all 

the abject poverty throughout the world as they so incompetently have gone about 
allocating the world‟s precious mineral resources for more than a century. 

 

Fifth, I know you haven‟t forgotten since I am for starters now reminding you of 

how the smartest financial engineers on Wall Street thought I had lost my mind 

when I decided not to pursue making my first website www.footsak.com a 
“household name” given how THE PERFECT STORM II could have made each and 

every shareholder class action litigator such as very skilled and experienced Jeffrey 

R. Krinsk Esquire, “beholden” to me following the decision by the Chief Executive 

Officer of Chase Brass Industries to “cave in” to the pressure caused by that so 

very “insightful” story that scared the “living daylights” out of Citigroup‟s Citicorp 

http://www.footsak.com/


Venture Corporation who again specialize in “management friendly”, i.e. 

“shareholder hostile” takeovers. 

 
Sixth, you haven‟t forgotten either why it is that my eldest brother Neil Graham 

Gevisser so very enthused by your opening letter to him where he started seeing 

big $ Signs went suddenly “deafengingly silent” [sic] once he was then forced to 

focus on the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel having played a pivotal role in the so 

extraordinarily “shareholder hostile” takeover of our grandfather Israel Issy 
Gevisser‟s multi-national trading conglomerate, the public corporation, Moshal 

Gevisser Group of Companies that first attracted Harry Oppenheimer‟s American 

partner, Charles Engelhard who the Mossad assassinated at age 54, buried on 

March 2nd  1971 at St. Mary‟s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey; 

this control person of the DAAC who chose my uncle David Gevisser as his executor 

most likely had no say in making certain that Senator Ted Kennedy, former 
President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey attended his funeral. 

 

Seventh, nor have you forgotten what I spelled out yesterday to you in this 4980 

word communiqué that could have you in the very next instant becoming a 

“household name” especially if you were to say be murdered in “cold blood” and all 
the so bought and paid for media were to be forced to make a big “hoopla” about 

your life. 

 

Eighth, you do remember, again because I am reminding you that there is no glory 

in being stupid. 
 

Ninth, on the other hand you also know that you have already done enough to have 

impressed our one most Supernatural force that it is unlikely you should worry 

yourself, at least not right this instant, about returning as one of those big red ants 

although you might think at least for a moment that it is better than one of those 

small black ants. 
 

Tenth, you would know it is not always a good thing for people to think you are 

“weird” unless of course your goal is to survive and at the same time make the 

most of your common sense. 

 
Eleventh, is it possible you were intentionally mixing up the word “pogrom” which is 

the word used to describe the massacring of Jewish people that took place in 

eastern Europe in the early to mid 1880s? 

 

Twelfth, you realize, especially now that I am reminding you, that when you email 
me something I am forced to stop whatever it is that I am doing which includes 

doing nothing and simply looking out at  our extraordinary view and if not then 

looking at the priceless masterpieces of Sebastian Capella as well as those painted 

by my increasingly beyond belief very excellent oil painter artist wife who of course 

contributes very significantly to my credibility! 
 

Thirteenth, have you noticed that whenever you are around me and people have 

enough common sense to ask me not so much what they can do to help the world 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rweiss-shitlist.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-lessismore.pdf


“heal itself” from all the selfish miserable bastards, but rather what they should 

invest in, every so often I mention my wife‟s art? 

 
Time to fly. 

 

Ps – I just noticed you had blind copied me on this mockingly excellent 

communiqué to this imbecile Bill Kovarik while looking like you had blind copied 

some 15,000 individuals/groups. I don‟t simply think you would do fine making an 
extraordinary living as a speaker but how about running for President of the United 

States and if not what about the Speaker of the House bearing in mind there is no 

assurance the increasingly aware electorate would allow any senior elected or non-

elected US Government official so much as to afford a pot to pee in. 

 

[Word count 2966] 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm 

 
_______________________________________________ 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 9:45 AM 
To: 'Dawn Madon' 
Cc: dominic@IPGBOOK.COM 
Subject: RE: Diamond Currency 

 
Dawn, 

 

Tell me if I am wrong, but at the origin, books were intended to share knowledge so that it 
didn‟t die with the person that learned/experienced it. Of course this has changed over the 

years, but none-the-less why are you in the book distribution business and more over for 
independent publishers? The root of your business in my opinion to give those that don‟t 

have the opportunity to be signed by folks like Simon & Schuster an opportunity to get their 
story (i.e. Knowledge) shared. 

 
It sounds all very nice and even altruistic until you begin to think about the power that 

someone in the position of book publishing and distribution has in their ability to dictate 

what information is shared and whether someone‟s knowledge dies with them. 
 

At the age of 8 years old Neche Badash while hidden in a closet witnessed the throats of her 
mother father and brother slit by Cossacks having a “night on the town” killing Jews. She 

lived in the same pogram in White Russia as David Ben-Gurion the future founder of the 
Hagannah (the Jewish Underground) and the first Prime Minister of Israel. She became very 

close to David Ben-Guriun and the Hagannah and played an integral role in the founding of 

the State of Israel. 
  

I have a close Jewish South African friend, Gary S. Gevisser who is the great-grandson of 
Neche Badash who continued her devotion to the survival of the Jewish nation by passing on 

her “Yiddish Kop” to her son and grand daughter, Zena Gevisser, the mother of Gary S. 
Gevisser. 

  
Needless to say there is a lot of history behind the creation of the Israeli Military 

Intelligence Report, and I assure you that it is very credible. It has been vetted by Mossad 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-bill-3types.pdf
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as well as Israeli Military Intelligence who have allowed Gary Gevisser to begin broadcasting 

it back in August of 2007. If you visit just3ants.com you will find correspondence between 
Gary Gevisser and the Israeli US Embassy in Washington DC whom eventually claimed to 

have email problems and would not confirm the receipt of Mr. Gevisser‟s emails which 
directly questioned their knowledge of this Intelligence Report. 

  
I am just a programmer helping Gary Gevisser share his story, although I coincidentally 

have my own first hand experience with diamond currency as one of my uncles Pete Grande 
(commandpackaging.com) laundered some US$2 million through his plastic bag 

manufacturing company from a “silent” South African partner in the late 1980‟s. 

  
My communication with you and many others was initiated to share the information of why 

Israel had to fight a war of Independence, and why despite popular belief, the United States 
has been no friend to the State of Israel. 

  
Take a look at http://www.just3ants.com/America/default.shtml which shows just a few 

contradictions like the Swastika shaped US Naval barracks on Coronado Island in San Diego, 
CA; which began construction the same year the Israeli Air Force and Navy torpedo ships 

attacked the spy ship USS Liberty stationed just off the coast of Egypt some 2 days into the 

6-day war. An unprovoked attack on a “allied” ship that was spying on Israel as she was 
attacked by Syria, Egypt, and Jordan. 

  
Have you ever thought about how Hitler was able to amass such a massive military arsenal 

from the collapsed German economy post WWI reparations? According to our history books, 
Hitler was “helped” into the position as Chancellor by “powerful business men”. These same 

powerful businessmen benefited from the slave concentration camps and provided Hitler 
with untraceable De Beers diamond currency as well as the much needed industrial 

diamonds which are required for precision tooling necessary for the mass production of 

tanks, machine guns, and anything steel. 
  

Gary S. Gevisser was employed by De Beers in 1980 and was in a high level trusted position 
because of his uncle David Gevisser who was and still is the executor of the estate for 

Charles Engelhard which places him with the control block of shares of Engelhard Minerals 
and Chemicals Inc. This “opportunity” afforded by Mossad who assassinated Charles 

Engelhard at the young age of 54 unofficially dying from his addiction to Coca-Cola. 
  

It was during this employment with De Beers that Gary Gevisser attended private meetings 

conducted between Stephen Coden of Codiam Inc. a diamond site holder, and Martin 
Rapaport of THE RAPAPORT REPORT which is an international price fixing publication for De 

Beers. 
  

It is no secret that De Beers is a monopoly, but according to our US Justice Department the 
price fixing occurs in London and out of their jurisdiction, but upon review of memos release 

from the Freedom of Information Act, one begins to realize why De Beers has never been 
stopped. 

  

The following excerpt is copied from investigative journalist Edward J Epstein‟s non-fiction 
novel THE DIAMOND INVENTION. 

  
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm 

  
On August 4, 1974, the Justice Department received information that the "De Beers 

organization is a large contributor to both political parties and should this investigation get 

http://www.just3ants.com/America/default.shtml
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to a stage where cases were actually filed [the antitrust division] would probably receive 

much political pressure." The informant also disclosed that one major diamond dealer in 
New York was in "constant contact" with Harry Oppenheimer and was somehow relaying to 

him "information on the progress of this antitrust investigation." The diamond dealer in 
question was further alleged by this source to have "arranged the meeting for Harry 

Oppenheimer with John Kennedy when Kennedy was President-elect ... at the Carlyle 
Hotel," and to have served as an intermediary between Oppenheimer and American 

concerns in a number of deals. 
  

I would suggest reading Chapter 9 – DIAMONDS FOR HITLER as well as Chapter 18 – THE 

AMERICAN CONSPIRACY. 
  

You might be shocked to find that this information has been available since 1978 when 
Epstein first wrote the non-fiction novel, but then again when you realize how systemic it is 

you begin to see why complacency has afforded it to last this long. 
  

On our website you will also find what we call the “$ Hit List [sic]” which is comprised of 
people, some public some not so public that include the likes of Elliot Spitzer, Alan M. 

Dershowitz, Joe Grundfest, et al; this list showing email correspondence marking the date 

and time when they were notified of Gary S Gevisser‟s intimate knowledge of De Beers and 
chose to turn a blind eye. The hope is that this list will one day allow the responsible people 

to be held accountable for their actions and inactions; preventing another holocaust of 
falsely assigning our troubles to the backs of the innocent as was done with the Jews and as 

is being done in the United States with the focus on immigrants as the center of our 
financial problems. 

  
  

Kind Regards, 

Adam L Tucker 
Just3ants.com 

  
PS please forward this to as many people as you can, our goal is to share truth and to 

provide the masses with the tools to peacefully stand tall. History has always been written 
by the people in power; but thanks to the internet, for the first time in the history of man 

information can be shared across the world at the speed of light and shared by 
everyone. Godspeed. 

 
 

 
From: Dawn Madon [mailto:dmadon@ipgbook.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 7:07 AM 
To: 'adam@just3ants.com' 
Subject: RE: Diamond Currency 
 

I don’t know how you got my e-mail but please take me off of your mailing list.  This is a place 

of business. 

 

 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2008 6:08 PM 
To: dmadon@ipgbook.com 
Subject: Diamond Currency 
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At the turn of the 20th century JP Morgan as well as other US bankers discovered war 

profiteering by financing the British Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902. No loyalty to race, religion, 

or nationality; just money. Shortly after this war, in 1913 JP Morgan confounded the FEDERAL 

RESERVE and began hooking the masses on traceable currency regulated by his bank. In 1917, 

JP Morgan invested heavily in Anglo-American, a joint venture diamond mining company with 

Harry Oppenheimer who would later leverage a stock pile of diamonds to gain control of De 

Beers Consolidated Mines, thus creating De Beers Anglo-American Cartel. This move allowed 

the creation of an untraceable unregulated currency. Controlled traceable currency for the masses 

& and untraceable currency for the ruling elite. This untraceable currency has since been used to 

corrupt governments, finance wars, all without leaving a money trail. Thomas Jefferson (Letter 

to James Monroe, January 1, 1815) “If the American People ever allow the banks to control the 

issuance of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and corporations 

that will grow up around them will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up 

homeless on the continent their fathers occupied. The issuing power of money should be taken 

from the bankers and restored to Congress and the people to whom it belongs. I sincerely believe 

the banking institutions having the issuing power of money are more dangerous to liberty than 

standing armies. We are completely saddled and bridled, and the bank is so firmly mounted on us 

that we must go where they ill guide. The dominion which the banking institutions have obtained 

over the minds of our citizens...must be broken, or it will break us.” He who forgets the past, is 

destined to repeat it. Cheers, Adam L Tucker  

 


